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We wish to present the results of our Investigations of the energies of the sigma and 

pi electronic structures of pyrryl (A) and forqloxy (2J radicals. Theme results, like the 
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(2). shou that the coufiguratious converged upon in the standard 

INDO method are not alvays of lowest energy. The present analysis includes the examination 

of three conflgurations of each system with partial geowtrlc optimizatlou. The results of 

these studies give a rather different picture for the groamd states than that of a recent 

study3 vhich neglected both the cbnflgurational and geometric problems. 

Using the standard IEW method aud standard geomxries3 for 1 and 2, one arrives at the 

SCF limit iu pi c2A2) and sigma t2Al,) configuratloos respectively. However, a systematic 

population a&me2 shows that these configurations correspond to the second excited state for 

both 1 and 1 (Pig. 1 and 2). The question of vhich is the adiabatic ground state requires 

a search for the minimum in total energy for each configuration. Figurea 1 and 2 give the 

results of such a search in a restricted4 geometric space. Table 1 sumarizes the calculated 

properties for each specien In its (partially) optimized geometry. 

The pi t2A2) state of formylory shws little deviation In gearetry from standard bond 

lengths and bond angles. The 2B2 sigma state prefers mall O-C-O angle with little change 

in bond length. The vacancy resides lo an orbital ublcb Is antibonding with respect to the 

two oxygen atoms. The geartrfc cbmge is thus in accord with the 0, 0 o bond order change 
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vhich increases as the 0.0 distance decreaaes. The 2Al eigma state prefers large O-C-O angla 

and slightly lengthened H-C distance. Here the vecaucy resides in ao 0, 0 a bonding orbital 

vhila the mtibonding level ia doubly occupied so that the bond order arguuent aIao appliea. 

It ia the 2 AI aigua configuration of &which is C2v correlated with the grouud state of 

carbua dioxide and hydrogen atom by continual opening of the O-C-O augle aud lengthening the 

H-C dlatance. Ihe 2A2 pi coufiguration correlates with an excited state of carbon dioxide 

in this topolog+al domain. The decarboxylation of the apparent ground state of the fomyloxy 

specie8 io thus energeticly forbidden by the (crossing) noncrossing rule. 

Cur interest in this problem wea partially generated by the recognitiou that the isotope 

affecta’ for conoerted peraater decompositiona could also be explained by nonconcerted reactiona 

which involved acyloxy interaadiatea of ‘A1 electronic structure. The hyperconjugatioa of the 

1 atou (high f, lengthened C-H bond) of this apecias suggests the poaaibility that the ground 

atatea of acyloxy ape&es night change from pi f2A2) to aigme t2Al) ou replacannt of the 

H Of kby a radical StibiliZiUg group. llowever, celculationa on acetoxy (2, CHg for H) end 

iaobutyroxy radicals (&, @Bg)2CH for H) shoued the difference in these two configurations was 

rather insensitive to this aubatitution. The formation of sigma acyloxy radical intermediates 

from pereatera ia rather unlikely If the INDO energies? are taken aa the criterion. 

The geometric preferenca of the pyrryl configurationa also agree with bond order changes. 

The ground state signa t2Al,) level is only slightly diatorted from the geometry of pyrrole. 
4a 

The two il configurations deviate accordfag to the II bond order changes which depend on vhich 

ll orbital contains the vacanoy. The louer energy of the aigua state correaponda to the 4n+2 

rule in a.lIoving the aronetic sextet to rem&t unperturbed. hn acyclic analogy would certainly’ 

have a Ii ground state. 

The vertical ordering of the two pi configurations above pyrrole geouetry is quite sur- 

priaing. This order t2Bl *l. 3eV w 2A2) correaponda, in Huckel Theory, to a Coulouhlc 

integral of aitrogan vhich is lean bonding (aN - a= + h6, h<o) than that for carbon. We have 

previously pointed2 out that the axpariuental NH2 potential aurface requirea changea in uN 

in this aaae direction aa the H-N-H angle decreaaea. This effect ia a result of the two 

electron repulsion differences for a neutral nitrogen atom. Calculationa on pyrrole radical 

cation give the opposite order (‘BI X4eV $&tw> 242) at the earn geometry In agreenent vith 

aaaiga9ent in the photoelectron spectrum. g 
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Table I 

IBDO Configurational Energies at Optluited' Geometries. 

ConfiB. x Y s Brel(g$ a(Oe) p(D) 
-- -- 

0 
r' *n,(B) 1.09x 1.302 120° 0. -24a 1.73 

Ii- xc 1 z 1.149 1.28X 132' 37. +172a 2.37 

\ 

*Al(z) 

1.09s 1.29x 83' 22. -11' 3.74 
0 

*8,(I) 

0 1 =I 2Ap) 

*'L2w 

1.4011 1.399 1.4351 1.409 1.37R 1.40x 0. 7.0 -3b 53b 2.23 1.04 

N* 

*Bl("s) l.S& 1.379 1.4% 9.2 lob 1.92 

a) Eyperflne coupling conetent to cerbon. b) Byperfine coupling constsnt to nitrogen. 
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